
IS COLLEGE EDUCATION WORTH THE INVESTMENT

Yet there is more students can do to get the most value out of their education investment. Follow these tips to be
reasonably sure your child.

Fitzgerald, MA, Visiting Professor at Eastern Nazarene College, argues, "The value of a liberal arts college
education --to you, to employers-- is that you've spent four years in a place where you were forced to consider
new ideas, to meet new people, to ask new questions, and to learn to think, to socialize, to imagine. Check
ahead regarding which courses will transfer! The reassessment is driven in large part by the exploding cost and
related debt associated with earning a degree. As you consider the options, remember we serve a God who
made each of us for a purpose, and He is fully able to guide us toward fulfilling it. Doing so commercializes
and minimizes everything about it. According to William Hare, PhD, Professor Emeritus at Mount Saint
Vincent University, "teachers may abuse their power and authority and seek to impose certain beliefs and
values, actively discouraging their students from raising problems or objections. Footing the college bill can
be a tough pill to swallow when you couple the costs with the fact that we may see graduates around us out of
work. The vast majority with degrees in the humanities and social sciences are employed, and at salaries
significantly higher than those having earned only a high school diploma. According to Rebecca Mead, staff
writer for The New Yorker, college teaches students "to nurture critical thought; to expose individuals to the
signal accomplishments of humankind; to develop in them an ability not just to listen actively but to respond
intelligently;" all of which "are habits of mindâ€¦from which a letter carrier, no less than a college professor,
might derive a sense of self-worth. Other factors include location, size, and spiritual life. Earnings data,
however, must be placed into a larger financial context. Every parent wants to do the most that they can to set
their child up for success. Has an e-portfolio. Has a broad learning background. According to new data, based
on an analysis of Labor Department statistics by the Economic Policy Institute, Americans with four-year
college degrees are not only equipped for a fulfilling adult and professional life but made 98 percent more an
hour on average than those without a degree. Examples include sales supervisors, office managers and
assistants, support specialists and clerks. Colleges offer career services, internships, job shadowing, job fairs,
and volunteer opportunities in addition to a wide variety of courses that may provide a career direction. As of
May. Consider having your child take college-level courses in high school if possible. Another thing to worry
about is the rising costs of obtaining a degree. Those with a high school degree face  Article Table of Contents
Skip to section Expand. I definitely recommend taking some time to check it out. Research and Reflect If your
child does want to pursue a four-year degree at a residential school, keep in mind that cost â€” although
important â€” is only one factor among many. While classroom learning is beneficial, it can also be passive.
For college students, this means that posting their research papers, writing a blog or sharing videos can be an
effective way to display their communication skills and technological proficiency. People who argue that
college is worth it contend that college graduates have higher employment rates, bigger salaries, and more
work benefits than high school graduates. Perhaps your son or daughter would be better served by taking a
year to work and save. But the specific courses a student decides to take in college seem to be less important
to potential employers than the more generalized skills acquired during the four years of advanced education.
Depending on the high school and state government, they may be able to take up to two years of college
credit. While such aid surely makes college more accessible for some, the perverse overall effect is to drive
prices even higher.


